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Introduotion (*) 
This report lists burnout correlations 
for the quality region and presents a first comparison between 
them. The report has been subdivided in three parts : 
In part 1. "Original Form", the correlations are listed in 
their original form, using the same symbols and units of the 
authors. Conditions for application include the geometry -
circular rectangular, or annular ducts, single channels or clu 
ster of rods - and type of heat flux distribution - uniform or 
nonuniform. 
In part 2t "Standard Form", we have restricted our attention 
to the uniform heat flux distribution and to the simplest geo­
metries, i.e. single channels of circular, rectangular, or an­
nular cross section. 
All correlations have been rewritten in a standard form t 
i=i(K) 
where ^ P is the burnout heat flux, X the burnout steam qua­
lity at the outlet. Symbols and units have been standardyzed 
and are reported in the Table I. 
For each correlation the range of validity of the most 
important parameters (G,P,D,L,L/D,X , X. , (f>o ) has been given, 
(*) Manuscript received on October 20, 1966 
When it was not explicitly pointed out by the authors, the ran 
ge of validity was obtained by means of analysis of the experi 
mental data used by the authors to prove or compare their cor-
relations. This given range of validity represents the minimal 
and the maximal values which the single parameters may assume. 
The possible coupling between parameters has yet to be determi 
ned. For example, without specific details, the correlations 
may not be valid for the maximal flow rate and the minimal dia 
meter. 
Some information about the asymptotic trends, namely . 
lim φ0(Χ.-θ) » lim^fXr1), lim4>e(P-L), lim φο (G-O) , lim 4>0fG-
is reported as items of interest, but not necessarily as va­
lid points of the correlation. The applicable ranges for the 
correlations have been summarized in the Table II, and are com 
pared in the Figures 1-6. 
In part 3, a first comparison of the correlations for uniform 
heat flux distribution and round ducts is given. All the corre 
lations have a common range of validity. 
For our comparison, we have chosen the common point : 
2 P=72 ata, G=219 gr/cm sec, D=0,918 cm, and L=139,9 cm. In the 
figures 7-9, we have reported the critical heat flux versus th 
outlet quality, for X. =0 and three parameters of the set F,G, 
D,L are fixed, plots of φο versus the free parameter are gi-
ven in Figures (10-21), with φρ vs. Ρ in Figures (11-15), φ0 
vs. L in Figures (16-18), and φο vs. D in figures (19-21). 
The parameters were examined for the following ranges t 
17,5 έ- p < H O ata 50 í 5 í 700 gr/cm2sec 0,2^ D^ 2,5 cm 
20 í L i 250 cm. 
For each correlation the trend of ψ was given through the whole 
chosen range, without care to the validity range; however this 
range was marked on the same diagrams. Where tables or figures 
were used in the original presantation to denote dependency upon 
pressure or upon some other physical parameters, we have emplo­
yed an analytical approximation determined by a linear regres­
sion program. For these cases, the plots are further limited 
by the validity of the analytical approximation. 
In this case the range of validity will be indicated as: 




A. Cicchetti ­ Μ. Silvestri et al . 
Energia Nucleare ­ Vol. 6 , No. 10 , pages 637­660 October 1959 
The correlation, given for an uniform heat flux distribution and for 
round and rectangular channels, has the following form 
W r n­ K' A 100- X 
β D0,25 X ♦ a 
Symbol Definition Units 
6 / 2 W Burnout Heat Flux 10 Btu/ft ­ hour 
a 6,. ,„.2 G Mass velocity 10 lb/ft ­ hour 
D Hydraulic Equivalent Diameter in. 
λ Latent Heat of vaporization Btu/lb 
X Burnout Steam Quality dimensionless 
a Ratio between specific volu­ dimensienless 
me of liquid and specific 
volume change upon vaporization 
Ve Specific volume of liquid ft /lb 
V­r Specific volume change upon 
vaporization ft /lb (D 
Κ Pressure dependent constant 
Π Pressure dependent constant 
Ρ Pressure p.s.i.a. 
(ï) k' = k'(P) and η = n(P) can be obtained by means of the two 
diagrams of the fig. 14 and 15 ­ page 649 ­ in the above mentio_ 
ned reference. 
Α. Α. Ivashkevitch 
Critical Heat Flows in the Forced flow of liquid in channels 
*Atomnaya Energiya ­ Vol. 8 , No. 1 , pages 51­53 January 1960 
**Teploenergetika Vol. 8 , No. 10 pages 74­78 October 1961 
The correlation, given for an uniform and non uniform heat flux 
distribution, for round, rectangular and annular channels, has 
the following form ( saturated boiling ) t 
K 1.9­1Õ
5· Re 
c r" 1*1 '8-1ffe-a-(»y-K4) 
where K »Re >K K * r e *&e following dimensionless groups: 
K. .= !r=HñfWF 
i- I * A ε \'/2 when • »bW 
Re=' 
W D 
γ* when o i( Ï-X' 
• M 
when K 4 50 
when K- ^ 50 
* 
125 
when K4 $ 1 2 5 










Burnout Heat Flux 
Latent heat of vaporization 
Burnout Steam Quality 
Gravity acceleration 
Liquid and Steam specific 
gravi ty 
Surface Tension 
Kinematic viscosity of the 
liquid 











at wich subcooled surface boiling 
begins and the section under 
consideration can be obtained 
by a further correlation 
w liquid ( Χ ) or flow (#X ) velocity m/h 
Ή 
S 
Distance between the section at which 
saturated net boiling begins and the 
section under consideration. 
Gap for rectangular and annular channels 
Hydraulic equivalent diameter 
f ι 
dH/2 f° r round ducts 
0/2 ^0Γ rectangular and annular channels 
with bilateral heating 
0 for rectangular and annular channels 





(ï) For an uniform heat flux distribution vP = 
For non uniform heat flux distribution 
f = </5 with •W q dP for r a d i a l nonumformity Ρ i s the perimeter 
1 Γ b q__!_ / π db f ° r ax ia l nonuniformi ty 
b is the distance between the inlet section and the section in 
consideration 
when — — >125 , the integration is made between b-125 <L and b 
π 
8 
Ζ. Η. Miropol'skii ­ Μ. E. Shitsman 
The critical Heat Flux for boiling water in tubes 
Atomnaya Energiya ­ Vol. II , No. 6 , pages 515­521 December I96I 
Z.H. Síiropol'skii ­ L. E. Faktorovich : General conclusions 
derived from experimental results on the influence of the Heated 
lenght of a channel on the critical Heat Flux 
Soviet Physics Dok lady Vol. 6 N. 12 pag. IO58­IO6I June 1962 
The correlation, given for an uniform heat flux distribution, 
for round, rectangular channels and for annuii with bilateral 
heating, has the following form : 
/ ' τ I0·8 CU 
Symbol 
Ç y r - *' \ r 
Definition 











Burnout Heat Flux 
Liquid absolute viscosity 
Surface Tension 
Liquid Density at Τ 
sat 
Latent heat of vaporization 
Constant dependent ­«a the Geometry 
Saturation Temperature 
(1) 
Constant dependent on the pressure, mass 
ι + (2) velocity 
Burnout Steam Quality 
Constant dependent on K ^ 
Mass velocity 
Liquid spécifie heat 
(3) 
koal/m­hour 
kg­sec / a 
kg/n 
kg/m 







(i) c is a constant dependent ©n the geometry and on the 
(2) K 
ratio L/D 
- We JA' 
w ç y ¿n 
0.2 
­2 
(3) For round ducts and annular channels : n « 0.8 if k < 1.610 ; ­2 ­2 W ­2 n = 5 0 k i f I .610 < k < 6.10 : n ­ 3 i f k > 6 l 0 W ~~ W~" w 
­2 ­2 For rectangular channels : n = 33.3 k if 2.1° < k < 9.10 5 w — w 
n « 3 if k > 9.10" w 
Round and annular ducts 
0.174 when L/D > 100 
0.174 c* when L/D < 100 
Rectangular channels ­ 0.224 when L / D > 1 0 0 
0.224 c* when L/D< 100 
* +0.0122(100 ­ L/D) 




Prediction of the critical Heat Flow in Forced convection 
Flow - GEAP 3961 June 1962 
The correlation, given for uniform and non uniform heat flux 
distribution, for round tubes,rectangular channels and annuii 
heated on one or both sides,has the following form: 













Burnout Heat Flux for the pool boiling 
Burnout Heat Flux for the Forced convec­
tion 
v^,rnout Heat Flux for the Mass Transfer 


























Liquid absolute viscosity 
Mixing length constant 
Dimonsionless constant dependent 






(ï) ) J can be obtained by the tables on pages 6 and 7 in the 
above mentioned references 
12 
A. S. JCon'kov - V. V. Modnikova 
Experimental investigation of the condition of deterioration 
of heat transfer during boiling in tubes 
Teploenergetika Vol. 9 » No. 8 pp. 77-81 1962 
(Translatedin AEC-tr-5539) 
The correlation, given for an uniform heat flux distribution 
and for round ducts has the following form : 
Xd = Lr er 
vT- r 
-0,125 






Symbol Definition Units 
X(j Burnout steam quality 
q Burnout heat flux 
TL Latent heat of vaporization 
J't J-" Liquid or steam density 
£* Surface tension 
γ' Liquid kineaatio viscosity 
Ppe Liquid Prandtl's number 
/Λ,/Μ Liquid or steam viscosity 
d Diameter 
G Total mass flow rate 
U Perimeter 
X a v Not defined in the translation 
Dimensioniess 












R. A. Rybin 
Critical Thermal loads During the boiling of a saturated 
liquid in tube. Atomnaya Energya ­ Vol. 13 ­ No. 4 ­ pages 377­3ÖÜ 
October 1962 
The correlation, given for an uniform heat flux distribution, 
and for round ducts has the following form : 
K = ■er r\iï7T fï(ïT) = K 0 ( l -nß) 













Burnout Heat Flux 
.Latent heat of vaporization 
Gravity Acceleration 
Liquid density at Τ 
sat 





Value of Κ when ßsO ' 
Constant dependent on Kyv 
Volume flow rate quaxity 
Constant dependent en *ç and Ρ 
















(D η = 0.08 Κ 0,55 
u 
(2) when 1 4 * Kw ¿ 5 0 K0 «0,0575 Kw°'25 
when 5 0 ^ K w £ 8 0 K0S 0,0145 Kw°'6 
(3) Kw= W0 ^ 4 ? 
3 
15 
M. Silvestri et al. 
A Research program, in two-phase flow : work performed under 
the Euratom contract N. 002-11 RDI C CAN-l) January 1963 
The correlation, given for an uniform heat flux distribution 
and for round tubes (some data were taken with anular tubes 
for a fixed pressure, 70 ata, and external heating only) has 
the following form 
(1) 
Φ, m n 00 G s 
1-X Afi K 








Burnout Heat Flux 
Mass velocity 
Hydraulic Equivalent Diameter 
Channel length 








ί Ratio between specific volume of 
liquid and specific volume change 
upon vaporization ι ty/Vqi 
Vj Specific Volume of liquid 
Vgj Specific Volume change upon vaporiza­
tion 
Κ Constant dependent on pressure and L/D 
equal to 14150/ ( L/D)°' 3 9 fox P-70 ata 
16 
Dimensionless number /> 
3 / cm / g 
3 / cm /g 
(2) 
n Constant dependent on "the Pressure 
(2) 
m Constant dependent on the Pressure 
Ρ Pressure ata 
(1) For uniform and non uniform heat flux distribution similar 
but not equivalent correlation was adopted 
by. Casagrande (- Energia Nucleare - Vol. 10 - No. 11 -
pages 571-572 November 1963) f.r p.70 ata 
1~Χβο K , - G » 1 ^ with Κ s 11000 a + Χββ (uo)'|3 οφ*> 
in the case of non uniform heat flux distribution 
ψ a 1_ ψ d L T W L J Τ 
(2) m«m(p) and n-n(p) can be obtained by means of the two 
diagrams on fig. II-40(page I85) in the above mentioned 
reference 
17 
D. H. Lee ­ J. D. Obertelli 
An Experimental Investigation of Forced convection Burnout 
in High Pressure water. AEEW­R 213 August I963 
The correlation, which is a modified form for the WAPD­I88 
burnout correlation at 1000psia, is given for an uniform 
heat flux distribution in round tubes,and has the following 
ferm: 














6 , 2 







Forced convection burnout in single uniformly heated channels: 
a detailed analysis of world data. AEEW-5892 A (I963) 
There are two distinct correlations for high and low mass 
velocities, which have been developed for round tubes and 
rectangular channels heated on both sides with an uniform 











♦/, JM^ii ves­V3fA.)V+i|L 











Burnout Heat Flux 
Mass velocity 
Average mass flow rate quality 
Latent heat of vaporization 
Internal tube Diameter 
Internal spacing between heating 
surfaces of rectangular channel 
Subcooled Enthalphy at channel inlet 
Channel Lenght 









(ï) They can be obtained by Tables on pages 10 and 15 in the 
above mentioned references. 
20 
G. V. Alekseyev ­ Β. A. Zenkevitch ­ V. I. Subbotin 
Critical Heat Fluxes in Annular Channels 
Teploenergetika Vol. 10 , No. 10 pages 72­75 October 1963 
Critical Heat Fluxes in Annular Channels with Heat Supply 
from two sides, Inzh. Fizieoskaia Zhurnal ­ Vol 7 ­ No. 9 
pages 30­33 September I964 
The correlation, given for an uniform unilateral heating 
and for an uniform bilateral heating , for annular channels, 
has the following form : 
4crs1o 
\0,n\ 6Í X" V'"1
9*2 
where JC> s I - loo/· for unilateral heating 
for bilateral heating 
Symbol Definition Units 
1er 
Ï' 
Burnout Heat Flux 
Critical heat flux at X «0 
Liquid density at 1 











L o u r Outlet Enthalphy Kcal/kg 
I« latent heat of vaporization Kcal/kg 
2 n Specific heat flux from the watt/m 






Cross sectional are 
Area of the surface 







2 kg/m -hour 
m 
-3 158 -0,Z62 (1) q0= 0,6« 10 r' L 
22 
Β. Thompson­R. V. Macbeth 
Burnout in uniformly heated round tubes;A compilation of World 
data with accurate correlations— AEEW­R 356 
The correlation,given for an uniform heat flux distribution and 
for round channels,is a modified form of the previous Macbeth 
correlation for the high velocity regime : 
φ . ^ 0 ' 6 ^ A­Q­25D(G­<lO'b) W X 
Y 6 3 Γ 6 61 A·­ τ Λ D*( G 10" )*" 1 + y, D +y. (G 1θ" )+ yc D(G 1Ù" J 0 L 3 4 5 
C'-y^* ( G 10-6 )a'[u y9 D + y10{G 1θ"6)+ y ^ D(G 1 O " 6 ) J 
The optimal values of y. are given in table I(page 4) of the above 
mentioned reference, corresponding to the four groups of pressure 
560,1000,1550,2000 psia. 
Symbol Definition Units 
D Internal tube diameter in· 
2 
G Average mass velocity lb/hr ft 
W Quality at position of buraou­ Dimensionlese 
23 
y to y 
"Ό 11 Numerical values optimized Dimensionless 
by the computer 
} \ Latent heat at system pressure Btu/lb 
φ Burnout heat flux Btu/hr ft 
24 
F. E. Tippets 
Analysis of the critical Heat-Flux condition in High - Pressu­
re Boiling water flows. 
Journal of Heat Transfer - pages 23-38 February 1964 
The correlation, given for round, rectangular and annular 
channels and for an uniform heat flux distribution has 























Two phase friction 
Fanning friction fa 
Mass Velocity 
Hydraulic Radius fo 





. Radius for 
Units 











X c Burnout Steam Quality Dimensienless 
h Latent heat of vaporization Btu/lbm 
'9 
K K K K K K' Numerical constants Dimensienless 
Γ 2' 3'4' 5' 
26 
Β. Α. Zenkevitch ­ G. V. Aleksyev et al. 
Burnout Heat Fluxes under Forced water flow 
Geneva Conference ­ A/Conf. 28/p/327 a May I964 
There are two correlations , given for an uniform 
heat flux distribution and for round ducts, with 
the following forms 
D w«(i-*r(in^ 2,71 
in 
2 ) q B 0 ^ 4 6 l õ V ' 7 2 ( l - x ) % 1 6 ^ JZL jO.48 
m 






Burnout Heat Flux 
Mass Velocity 
Burnout Steam Quality 
Liquid Density at T 




Constant dependent on the Pressur 
Constant dependent on the Pressure 
and on the Steam Quality 










(1) The first correlation is valid for high Pressures 
2 (100­200 kg/cm ) , the second for the Pressure 
Range : 40­100 kg/°» 
(2) 0 = 0,56-0,0189 8 ^ " m=0,7 ï/j"-0,4 m'= 3,48­0,54(^­^6) 
(3) Κ=1;13 + 36 ^ ­ 0 , 4 5 X 
28 
H. S. Tong - Η. Β. Currin - F. C. Engel 
DNB studies in an open lattice core: WCAP 3736 August I964 
Hew Correlations Predict DNB Conditions Nucleonics 21,5,1963 
The correlation, given for an uniform and non uniform heat 
flux-distribution and for round.tubes,rectangular channels, 











Enthalphy chango from saturated liquid to 
saturated vapor 
















S. Bertoletti ­ G. P. Gaspari ­ C. Lombardi 
G. Peteriongo ­ M. Silvestri ­ F. A. Tacconi 
A General correlation for predicting the heat transfer 
crisis with steam­water mixtures. Energia Nucleare ­ Vol. 11 , 
No. 10 pages 586­597 October I964 
Heat Transfer crisis with steam­water mixtures. Energia 
Nucleare ­ Vol. 12 , No. 3 pages 121­172 March I965 
The correlation, given for an uniform and non uniform 
heat flux distribution, for round, rectangular channels 
(2) and for cluster s has the following form : 
Γ H9. L Ls 4 b 
Symbol Definition Units 
/\ 2 
WSL Total critical power input over L watt/cm 
S 
to surface i where the crisis sets on. 
r* Mass Flowrate g/sec 
H­ Enthalphy change upon vaporization j/g 
*¡, Constant dependent on the Pressure 
and mass velocity 
b Constant dependent on the Pressure, 
(4) 
mass velocity and diameter 
Ls Saturation length cm 
G Mass velocity g/ca 
Ρ Pressure ata 
30 
D Hydraulic Equivalent Diameter cm 
Ρ .. C r i t i c a l Pressure ata 
crir 
(1) *m„/4> < 4 
(2)-For complex geometries asmust be mul t ip l i ed by Ft/Pfef 
where p. i s the per^ifleter of the surface i , P*. 
i s the wetted per imeter . 
r*\ => 1 - P/Pcrih frr,e . 1 
( 3 ) a^= ƒ / Μ Λ C G S Un i r s 
G/100 1 / 3 L J 
Ρ I 0 ' 4 14 
(4) b =0315 I—?f 1 D ' G C.G.S unírs 
31 
G. F. Hewitt 
A Method of Representing Burnout Data in two Phase 
Heat Transfer for uniformly Heated Round Tubes 
AERE ­ R 4613 November I964 
The correlation, given for an uniform heat flux 
distribution and for round tubes, may be written in 
























Ji Constant dependent en the 
Pressure* ' 
Pressure ata 
(i) oL=oCÍP J and Jò-J3[ Ρ jean be obtained by a simple expression 
which relate mathematically same experimental diagrams. 
32 
V. N. Smolin ­ Β. K. Polyakov ­ V. 1. Esikov 
An experimental Investigation of Heat Transfer crisis 
Journal of Nuclear Energy ­ Vol. 19 , No. 3 pages 209­216 
March 1965 
The correlation, given for an uniform and non uniform heat 
flux distribution, and for round ducts, has the following 
form (on the range in which q decreases with W Q ) : 
cr » 

















Burnout Heat Flux 
Latent heat of vaporization 
Thermal conductivity 
Heat Equivalent of mechanical work 
Saturation Temperature 
Liquid and Steam density 
Reynold's number for the mixture 


















Κ. Η. Becker - Ρ. Persson 
An analysis of Burnout conditions for flow of boiling 
water in vertical Round Duct - Journal of Heat Transfer 
pages 513-530 November 1964 
The correlation, given for an uniform heat flux distribution 
and for round tubes, has the following complex form t 
B = 
/ £VB^ \ f* é[*bo+r Ι,8*'2 
-Ιθί1-0+1θ(0.98"Χ^4ΤΒΤΪ?/" tg Γ(ΐ-ΧΡο)Χ>>(ΒΗ) 
IQ Xfco+T 
_ b h [ a _ _ _ 1 _ _ 





Ratio between the droplet transfer 
coefficient and boiling velocity 
Droplet transfer coefficient 
Boihng Velocity 
Burnout Steam Quality 
Reentrainment coefficient 
Ratio between the specific volume of 
the liquid and the specific volume 
change upon vaporization 
Specific volume of the liquid 
Specific volume change upon vaporization 
Droplet diffusion coefficient 
latent heat of vaporization 
Dimensienless 






kg 1/ 2/sec 2/ 3 
kj/kg 
34 
• / 2 
m/F Mass ve loc i ty kg/m sec 
q/A Burnout Heat Flux kj/rn - s e c 
35 
Κ. Μ. Becker 
An accurate and simple correlation for Burnout 
conditions in vertical Round Ducts AE ­ BTL ­ 798 June I965 
The correlation, given for an uniform heat flux distribu­
tion and for round ducts, has the following form : 
Xbo= ao 10
5 \ 




Burnout Steam Quality 
Mass Velocity 
Burnout Heat Flux 
Constant dependent en the Pressure 








(1) V ao H and a = a | Ρ | can be obtained from the diagram 





A. Cicchetti ­ Μ. Silvestri ­ G. Soldaini ­ R. Zav*ttarelli 
Standard Form 
where η and k are constants dependent en the Pressure, given 
by means of the diagrams on the pages 64I and 649 of Energia 
Nucleare ­ Vol. 6 No. 10 ­ figures 1 and I5. 
From such diagrams;we have obtained by means of a linear 
regression program, the following two approximated expressions 
for the pressure range 70­140 ata 
n -n(p)&~ 3,25-10 V+5,57 10 P-0,835 
K 2= K ( P W 1,73­1 Õ3­ 8,3'106P 
Range of validity for the involved parameters 
2 
& 27 ^ G < 420 g/cm sec 
Ρ 35 < Ρ £ 140 ata 
D O.25 SD Í O.50 cm 
38 
L /D 33 ¿c L|D £ 240 
X0 0.15 ¿ X e S; 0.80 
Χ,η Xin^O 
ά 0 63 ^ ψ β ^ 630 watt/cm 
The range of validity for this correlation is the same 
as Bettis Plant correlation: namely it has been obtained 
by means of a "best-fit" on their experimental data. 
Asymptotic Trend 
Xo * 0 l — n^pP-fc 
Xo 1 fø 
p c * r <j>. 
* . c>o 
o o 9>0 ► 0 
39 
The correlation does not depend onL 
40 
Α. Α. Ivashkevitch 
Standard Form 
There are two correlations, of which the first one is .u 
11/2 , Γ Λ ' iV2 / Γ £ Τ'2 I \ G 
v a l i d f o r 0 / 2 > g / p . ON t h e s e c o n d o n e f o r D / 2 * l g ( P ­ f ) 
s t 1 Standard form 
,ν ι GHLQ· 4ffp)fl-Xo)-1,8-lÕ GXo „ , „ , / 2 ΛΚΗ)Α] +9IOG 
, , G H t a f f p ) ( l - X o ) , . / ρ 
nd 2 Standard form 
, ) ' ¿ , G > i q D 4 f f p ) ( l - X e ) ¡ W l 5 GXQ w a r , / C m 2 
r · 4 2^ L +9-1Õ5 GO / 
41 
2)» . . H L t ? 6 D f f p ) ( l - X o ) 
2JÅL+ 3,1510 4G D 
„/c W à | ï / c m 
The forms 1) and 1)» must be used a t low q u a l i t y ­ L 1 ^ * ° ~ 1 2 
4-9«? 
The forms 2) and 2)' must be used at high quality H L 9 G Xo •^ ■f^ q 
4-f»o 
f(P) is a constant dependent on the pressuret 
íp)--i,-<ô5,fNH) 1/4 












1 5 ^ G < 325 
1«­ Ρ ^ 220 
0,02ί- D ¿ 3 
3,5 - L í 180 
1 ¿- L/D < 220 
0 < XQ<1 
- 0 , 8 ¿ X. <0 
xn 
<j^ not given 
om 
This range of validity is given by the author 
42 
Asymptotic Trend 
' «£'­ GHL9 F ( P ) 
x0—*0 -( 
AK£­£)Ar*«¿5o 
^ ) D G H L g f ( Ρ ) 
2 A + 9 1Ó5 GO 
X o — ^ 1 
Φο ^ 0 
è1' -o 
'o ^ O 
P—*Pc,it i 
t u)r2)' > 0 
<p, fOM' 




ψ, ('KO' ·*■- «° 
^ J Ü Ú H" tig] il-O 
3,15.1o4 
The correlation does not depend on L 
Note- The standard form has been obtained taking W» G/o and 
Κ ­ 50. 
44. 
L. Hiropol'skii ­ Shitsman ­ Faktorovich 
Standard form 
* ^ ^ Π £ Π ε Η ^ · % 4 w a M·/ crrf 
whe re : 
c is a constant dependent on the geometry and on the 
ratio L/D. 
Round and annular ducts 
Rectangular Channels 
4.83 10 5when L/D7100 
'4.83 10 when L / D < 1 0 C 
6.22 10 when L / D > 1 0 G 
6#22 10 ^when L/D<i 100 
c is the smaller value between ,•.«■»•«4^ 
T0(l 




G Λ /(? \0'2 -2 
SO 






Range of validity for the involved parameters 
20 ^ G ^ 1000 
20 ^ ρ < 200 
g/cm sec 
ata 
* * * 
D ^ 0.4 





* * * L D not given 
46 
Xo X0 ^0 ,97-3 ,6 -1 Õ3P 
X,n corresponding te Δ \S¥± ^ Ί 5 ϋ C 
ψ ¿ n o t given 
A­ These ranges of validity have been determined by us using 
the data which the correlation has been compared with. 
# # <S>0. ) 13 cm is referred to annular ducts. 
% %■& The authors have not given restrictions on L, and \JQ and φ0 
Asymptotic Trend 
x 0 * o •^■"•.Ifnin-H"" 





when D is fixed and L increases, (Ò increases with L 




Φο=0/7323 Η Lg 6 Ρ 3 ^ ­L M 3 
,/4 
·*0·'8 ο [mrl [—) ^«ρ(-ρ/63,3) 
­0.69S9S5 HLgß'V L ^ f ^ o V / W 6 wat/cm: 
where β * is a constant dependent en the Pressure and on X .We have 
calculated the following expressions for round and rectangular 
channels 
Round ducts 




β« 0,11 + 0,46Χ, 





Ρ - 84 ata · 
Χο=0,05 
0 ;1^Χ ο^1 
β* 0,0 6 
β'= 0,06+ 0,370 Χ< 
49 
Ρ ­ 142 ata­
0<Χ ο £0 ,3 
0 ,3 *Χ ο *1 
β* 0,533 Χ0 
β= 0 0 9 + 0 2 3 3 Χ. 
Rectangular ducts 




^ 0 , 1 2 + 0 , 3 x 0 
Ρ = 71 ata « 
Ρ ­ 84 ata 




0,1 ^ Χ ο ^ Ι 
X Q - 0 , 0 5 




β'= 0,06+0,33 Χ0 
β'=0,03 
β'= 0,045 +0,28 Χ0 





20 ^ G £ 380 
42 $ P ^ 140 
0.13 <; D < 0.46 









L/D ^ 60 
X, > 0 
X. ^ 0 
m 
φ β not given 













where all the parameters are calculated 
in correspondence of Ρ ­ P4||¡» 
>3 V"*" 0.7323 Η 
The correlation does not depend on L. 
51 
A. S. Kon'kov ­ V. V. Modnik ova 
Standard Form 
^-^4 eis x 8 ρ4 W»(frflì* Λ iii— 
A ' # f f " 
035Ρ6(ΐ-Χ,)·|·2492Λ/^ 
Range of validity for the involved parameters 
°6(ΐ-Χ.)*1400/ίβΛ 






Χ. i n 
o 10 ¿ G έ 1320 g/om sec 
20 Α Ρ :< 200 ata 
0.4 Ci D ¿ξ 3.22 em. 
150 ^ L ^ 300 cm. 






10 ^ φ0 ^r 390 watt/cm . 
This range of validity is given by the authors· 




Χ. ► 1 φ.· n-p+ki ρ4 Ι JS La * 9· 
£; (Μ1_^ 
ΙΑ e^f [*£ζ) 
1 5/ *8 249 2 
1400 
Ρ · »> Ρ 
ΰ 
c r i t <k>—+0 








S t anda rd Form 
fr» "ug Η ' < £ - / i V ^ ^ wan/c m
r+x, 
where : 
η and k are two constants dependent on the Pressure and o 
mass velocity. 
n = : 0 , 0 8 
0,55 
0.0575 νϋΓΙ» »<τ/Ψ¥^° 
0,01450' fí 
"¡KU 0.6 ► when 5 0 ^ il V g 6 ¿. 80 
54 
Range of validity for the involved parameters. 
& 8 0 $ G ^ 7 0 0 g/cm sec 
ρ 70 i ρ $206 ata 
D D ^ 0.6 cm 
L L not given 
L/D L / O n o t S^en 
Xo 
Xin X/n < 0 
0 < x «wA/K 0 * * · 0.1. ♦O.es/g/Jt 
A 65 £ «JL ^450 watt/ 2 cm 
This range of validity is the " Probably Range ef Validity ". 
Asymptotic Trend 





-e» o o 
For these values of G K« i s η ο* 
defined and it is not possible 
to give the asymptotic Trend. 
The correlation does not depend em L . 
56 
M. Silvestri et al· 
Standard Form 
It is necessary to distinguish two forms for this correlation· 
The first form, given for J e pressure of 70 ata only and 
containing the dependence on the ratio L/D, is 
Ä = 121.10 * 
1-Xc 
X/v I waft/cm^ 
The second form, valid for all pressures =f= to 70 ata, is 
€-- '" d-x.) : Κ ύ Π - x» ; wat-r/cm2 
where m, η and k are constants dependent en the pressure, given by 
means of the diagrams on the pages I85 (Fig· II 40), 186 (Fig· II 44) 
of CAN 1 Report [ 9 ] · 
Also in this case we have obtained, by means of a linear regression 
program, the following approximated expressions» 
m - m(P)£ - 10~5 P2 + 5.83 10" Ρ + 0.12 
η - n(P)# 1.3819-0.00459P 
k - k(P)» 0.532P2 - 88P + C40* 
57 







Χ. i n 
cb 
loo ί α * 
45 Í P Í 
0 .3 < D < 
10 <L ί 
20 < L/D Í 
ζ. ¿ 
­ 0 .05 ¡ Χ. 






Χ ( + ) Ä » l im 
ί - 0 .7 
500 
/ 2 g/om sec 




wa t t / cm 
This range of validity is given by the authors· 
- X . is the value of Xe necessary in order to avoid the 









— ♦ Ρ . . c r i t 
► 0 
*■ 0 0 
Φο > 0 
v> m. 
<p0 ?» to value not defined because m and η 
are not de f ined . 
> 00 
<Po ► 0 
At 70 ata, Cp decreases with L/D increasing· 
58 
D. H. Lee ­ J. D. Obertelli 
Standard Form 
fc.MoJ.iéaa&.f/,♦ aas-)**f(-v>™*>-A) wart/c 
' ν^Χ,,+ Η,) I 5 / 1,955+D / 
m2 
Range of validity for the involved parameters 
2 
G 102 r^ G ^ 225 g/cm sec 
Ρ p­70 ata 
D 0.56:èD ~ 1.15 cm 
L 22 <? L ­S­ 135 cm 
L/D 39 « L/D ^360 
X* X o ^ ° 
X« ­0.23<Xi„ * ° 
* 
not given 




Xö *1 Φβ—*1 
1,35 ; ΙΟ9 ί, + 73,98] exp(-0,0 0165 L/p) 
Hs2 \ G / 1,955 + 0 
oc IO9 ^ / . t 73,36 \expk00165L/D) 
( T C T W G / 1,955+D 
Ρ — * f c * T Φ » — * * > ° 
οο d—►.ISS 1 ° β expres L/O) 
* ' ( Η « , Χ Λ)* 1,955+0 
ά> decreases with L/D. 
60 
R. V. Macbeth Correlation for low velocity and leund duot· 
Standard form 
*=%MijrfK)"W cm 
Range of validity for the involved parameters 
2 G 1.36 ^  G ^: 84 g/om sec 
Ρ 1.06 ^  ρ ^141 ata 
D 0.304^ D ^ G·99 cm 
L 15.2 ^  L :^ 310 cm 
L/ú L / D ^ 50 
Xf> o. < Xe <· 1 
Xih -1.31 * Xi„ <£ 0 
φ0 φο not S i v e n 
This range of validity i s the " Probably Range of Validity ". 
6I 
Asymptotic Trend 
X0 o- t Φο 
+ o 
Perir Ψ> 
G » 0 Φ« 
The correlation does not depend on L 
62 
-far 
R. V. Macbeth 




Range of validity for the involved parameters 
o 
G 2.21 à G έ 75 g/cm sec 
Ρ 56 ^ Ρ ^ 141 ata 
0.13 ^ ef ^ 0.256 cm. 
L 15.2 -5- L <· 64.8 cm. 
L/D 60 i£ L/D 5 460 
X, 0 éi X# < 1 
X. —1.35 £ X < 0 
i n m 
<p0 φ , not given 
This range of v a l i d i t y i s t h e " Probably Range of Validity", 
X, e. 0 φ 0 »­11.66 \ - ~ -
X, · . 1 φ 0 m 0 
Ρ e* Ρ . . φ<, +■ 0 
e n t TW 
G »» 0 </)0 * 
The correlation does not depend on L. 
63 
S. Τ« Maeeeth 
Correlation for High velocity and Round 
ducts 
Standard Form 
Φο = < \­0.4/ ^HmAr-o^MU'W^ Wart/cm2 
where the y¡ are constants dependent on the Pressure, given 









1.356 ^ G * 1060 g/cm sec 
1.06 S Ρ £ 193 ata 
0.101 ^ D ^ 2.37 can. 
2.54 £ L £ 310 cm. 
L/D * 8,5 
0 < X# < 1 
­2.5 <X. < 0 in 
φ not given« 
This range of validit; is the M Probably Range of Validity H. 
Asymptotic Trend 
­fr. 0 φ , — * Q . *3M*f^ y»/ G vfe"· 1135,6, 
64 
1 Φο 2,32 5 Sí» I*. 2,54, lifefv^WW* 
For Ρ — » Ρ . . the asymptotic trend is not defined beoause the orxt 
constants y. are given for some particular pressures only· 
φ0 *■ - o o in correspondence of the values of 
y2 and y 4 
The correlation does not depend on L· 


















































£. V. Macbeth 
Correlation for high velocity and rectangular 
ducts 
Standard Tora 
Φβ=0 ^54Arfe)VL°.­%(#ks) ,44 Vình* 
where the y· are constants dependent em the Pressure, given 
by means of table II· 
Range of validity for the involved parameters 
G 13.56 * G ^ 648 g/cm2, sec 
Ρ 42 ·« Ρ £ 141 ata 
0.13 ^ S ^ O.256 om. 
L 15.2 6 L ^ 68.4 cm. 
L/5 60 é L/S ¿460 
Χβ 0 < Χ0 * 1 
Xin ­0'8 ^ * m < 0 
This range of validity is the " Probably Range ef Validity ". 
Asymptotic Trend 
' s IV o Wh χ. ° Φ.—^G^2,325y0 2;54/ \135f6y 
66 
Χ. » 1 <k=G< 2,325 y, 4e.)%P-°^M¿i 
For Ρ —*■ Ρ .t the asymptotic trend is not defined because the crit 
constants y. are given for some particular pressures only* 
For G Λ «*» ,ψο t αο in correspondence with 
the values of y. , whose values oscillate from negative values to 
ν 
positive ones· 
The correlation does not depend on L· 
Table II for the values of the constants y. 























­ 1 . 2 9 
­O.725 
67 
V. Subbotin - Β. Zenkevitch - V. Alekseyev 
Standard Form 
.2 U J ,58 ^ I J M O ' S ^ ' -2 1-5,07-10 % 
% 
0/731 
o x0-xe ' / « wart/c m' 
where XÄ is a constant which is eeual to 0 for unilateral 
ι 
internal heating and equal to iEÜÜ—?_BJdB for bilateral 
G Heg Sf 
internal heating. 
φ Ν is the heat flux through the wall which is not in burnout HB 
'RNB is the heated surface of the wall which is not in burnout 
is the flux cross-section 








36 ί G ^ 310 
100 ^. Ρ ^ 1 8 5 
0 .6SD Sr 1.2 
0.1 < J ^ 0.2 
10 ^ L ^ 40 
L/D not given 
Χ, <> 0.2 











This range of validity is given "by the authors· 
Asymptotic Trend 
x.__o è. _,,„.,S V V * " -2 1+507-10 
Χ. — ^ 1 φ *­ to value <· 0 in correspondence of the 
values of G and P . 
Ρ e» p d> 
* c r i t ψ ° 
-*> 0 
­ 9 Η I 5 » 
ο Φο 
• ° * Φο * ­ · * when χ £ χ ■ + Í οο 'e * Λο 
φ0 decreases monotonioally with L. 
69 
8t 





m and η are two constants dependent en the Pressure, k is a 
constant dependent en the Pressure and on the outlet quality. 
m:mp )= 0,7 E / g "0,4 
η = n/pUo,56 - 0,0189 JL Ϋ 






110 ^r G £ : 500 
100 < Ρ ^ 200 
0.4 ¿ζ D ^ 1.2 
L > 20 
L/D net given 








ο< χ0 <0.4 
Χ: m not given 
* , Φ. not given 
This Range of validity is given by the authors. 
Asymptotic Trend 
* P ^ ( • W 1+ β · io' ; (3 , 6 . , 0 4 5) K 
φ< 
Ρ —*■ Poit pc 4.18.15
3(.,..,^W,4 «-io3 \ f \Π\ 
m —·» 0,3 r 
Κ—*> 4 , 7 3 - 0,45 X0 
0,5411 
Φο © ο 
co φ. 
71 
Β. Α. Zenkevitch - G. Υ. Alekseyev 
2nd correlation (Average Pressure) 
Standard Form 
D β. 41 
-ί 1.72 
φ _ 0376 5,1.10 Κ , (1-X.J-G watt/cm1 
where m is a constant dependent on the Pressure« 
m - m(P) : 3,48- 1,29.10" Hi9 









56 < G < 500 
40 < Ρ < 100 
g/cm sec 
ata 
0.4<"D< 1.2 cm. 
L/D not given 




φ not given 
This range of validity is given by the authors. 
Asymptotic Trend 








* ρ + 
c r i t 
► 0 
IV 0 0 
φ -r to values < 0 ' o — 
Øo _. _ Q376 G 
D0'** , 
</> - , 0,376 f5,1.10' H.Va(1-Xo) 1 
* ο no» + * L J 
D 
The correlation does not depend on L. 
73 
Β. Thompson­R. Υ. Maobeth 
Standard Form 
<b -. 315,4 A« ­ 3,12 i o "
4 D G H,, X. 




Y* D G D G Ì 
1 + Y3 — + Y4 + Y5 
2,54 * 135,6 ° 344 
C'=Y. 
»2,54, 135,6 
D G D G 
i + * 9 _ + Τ Ι Θ ­ Γ Γ Γ ­ Τ + I 1 1 — 2,54 135,6 344 
where the y. »constants dependent on the pressure,are given 
in the enolesed table III 




1 < G < 1800 g/cm seo 
defined only for P-40,70,110,140 ata 
0 ,09< D< 2,5 cm 
2,54< L < 366 cm 
74 
L/D not given 
ΧΛ 0 < Χ <1 ο © 
Xi» χ· < ° 
ι» in 
0 <Ρ not given 
β 0 
This range of validity is the » Probably Range of Validity », 
Asymptotic Trend 
Χ β — 0 φο _ _ 315,4_A! 
C* 
Χ.­*1 <ξ ~ ^ 3 1 5 4 A - 3,1210 GDH. 
C' 
P—*Rr¿ not defined 
G — 0 Φο * 0 for 140 ata 
Φ0 "CO for 40,70,110 ata 
G —+OD 
Φ0 »O for 40,70,110 ata 
φ0 *αο for 140 ata 
75 
Table I I I 
O P T I M A L V A L U E S F O R Y. 


































































F. S. Tippets 
Standard Ferm 
φ . 3 6 3 0 He, (σ(i , |))«? t % ¿V^ 
γ j , o o u 2 /?Γ"\3Α Γ O . W 
G­D>>\fP[| + ^ > 
«a * 
cm' 
c and c are two constants dependent en the geometry. 
c is equal to 6,5 for one surface heated annular channels and 
equal te 1 for round ducts and both surfaces heated rectangular 
channels· 
c , for round d u c t s , i s equal te 0,53 when D> 0,426 and te 0,53 f­~— J 
when D<0,426 
c ,fer rectangular ducts,and annular channels is equal to 0,86 2' / ^  λο,9 
when D> 0,855 and to 0,86 Í — ) 
10,855/ 
when D < 0,855 
Range of validity for the involved parameters 
G 24 4 G ^ 440 
Ρ 
D 
42 .^ Ρ ^ 175 
0,122 ^ D <; 1,22 
g/cm ­sec 
ata 





0.244 ¿: D < 2.44 o» 
20 S L/D < 400 
15 < L > 275 
o < x. ^ 0.75 































L. Tong ­ H. S. Currin ­ F. C. Engel 
Standard Form 
^^%¥-{¥(h^^"'7>'v','G-^¿0fl04euv^+o,S4e]-x, 













=: G = 550 g/cm sec 
^ P ^ 150 ata 







« L ­ 195 cm 
^ L/D ^ 660 
< X# <. 0.9 >vae­
φβ < 550 watt/cm · 
< fi* <. 1 
^ — ^ X 
79 
Asymptotic Trend 
Λ A 17 μ GD 
0 φ 0 - * — H e g - j -
ƒ _67DW°.0"»G -0.0048LID £ 
(qø2S+*36e j e -0,41e -1,12-j?-+0,546 
17 [<W*S^. -^%.^«* tø^ 
Ρ ► Ρ c r i t Φο 
Φο * ° 
ΟΟ φο * σ° 
when L i n c r e a s e s , φ β * 0 · 
BO 
S. Bertoletti - G. P. Gaspari - C. Lombardi - G. Peteriongo -
M. Silvestri - F. A. Tacconiι CISE 3 
Standard Form 
, Q794 HL. Ρ " ( V ) Wa^/crn* 
ν Vi where a » RK~ Ρ Pc-'(G/100)' 
Range of validity for the involved parameters 
Ρ 3 2 
G 100(1 —ξ ) ^ G < 400 g/cm sec 
•cr i 
P 4 5 ^ Ρ < 150 ata 
D D > 0.7 cm. 
L ^ 2 0 . 3 < L < 267 cm. 
L/D L/D not given 
Χβ X# > 0 
Χ. Χ. <: 0.2 
in i n 
Φο (p0 not given 
This range of validity is given by the authors· 
— determined by an examination of the L used during the experiments. 
Asymptotic Trend 
x, -*- ο φ _^ 0.794 Hf, Ρ a ι W _ _\ο,Γ οΐυ,-ρ) 
81 
χ o 1 φ ^. to negative values 
when P_* Ρ the correlation is given only for the point φο - 0 
X. - 0 
G ^ 0 
G >. 00 the correlation is reduced to a straight line Χ -Θ, 
The correlation does not depend on L. 
82 
G. F. Hewitt 
Standard Form 
V / V 1 + 1 3 5 6 J 
This correlation is an analytical approximation of the graphical 
correlation of Hewitt 0C(P) and β(Ρ) are two constants depending 
·* the Pressure, having the following approximated expressions! 
o^ = cA(P) 5Í ­0.3126 10 Ρ + 0.133 10 Ρ + 0.7123 
J3 = Ji(P\ ls given as ratio with c((P) 
*■(?)/&(?)* 0.34 + 9.4/(P ­ 7.3) 
Range of validity for the involved parameters 







φ φβ not given 
Asymptotic Trend 



























X , — » 0 φβ—»·0.115 Λ , , 0 r Æ(P) 1 + 1356 
83 
4».- ' JB(P) ­ 1 + ñ i T 
Ρ — ► Ρ crit for this value oL (P) and >β(Ρ) are not 
defined 
o o φ 0 is reduced to the point φβ = 0) Xea0 
G—^0 Φο—»0 
The correlation does not depend on L. 
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V. H. Smolin ­ V. K. Polyakov ­ V. I . Bsikov 
Standard Form 
* , % (Τ/ W θ"*'5 
^(/¿­Vx,' 
Wf-) „/, warr/cm 
Wo have considered only the trend in which ψ0 is a decreasing 
function of mass velocity. 








100 ^ G ¿s 800 g/om seo 
9 8 ¿ Ρ < 196 ata 
78 3: p <· 98 ata 
49 ■$ Ρ < 78 ata 
0 .5SD £ 1.6 om. 
L > 260 om. 




xe > o.o5 
X, > 0.10 




G i W g \°>25 
x> , D
VLL 
( % T T ^ J ^ ­ ^ w ^ ( i ^ 
X. *< o 
xn φ , not given 
- This restriction is not given explicitly. 
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The range of validity is given by the authors 
Asymptotic Trend 
A __*236­1 Á®+*ik(p ?y¥ti$ñ^£ Ve^ 
ρ — » . RrtT ^>o ­—o­ O 
o φ. C O 
G o o φ 0 s>0 
The correlation does not depend on L 
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Κ. Μ. Becker ­ P . Persson 
1st c o r r e l a t i o n 
Standard Form 
We determine f i r s t of a l l φβ = — ÍÍÍj£ W a t t / c m 2 
H.g G Β 
where 0 ­ig(i­)¿)^gí°.9«­^^írj­l9l1 ( I ­ X M ^ ( B „ 
Successively we f ind φ 0 and X0 by means of the two express ions : 
<Po = Kd φ / Wafcr/cm2 
- v*+ 4 (Kd-1 ) L , * 
>- x o + Φο G HLg D 
£ and b are two constants dependent on the Pressure, k is a 
constant dependent on the diameter. These constants are given by 
means of the diagrame of the Report AE-I78· 
By means of a linear regression program we have determined the 
following approximated expressionst 
6 » 6 ( P ) » -0 |38 5-lÕ6P3+2/1867 iSV-2,1182 10~2P +0,5913 
87 
b= b/p)=^ 1 | 0677 /Ρ -0 / 6688 · 1 Ò"6 P3+0,199 ·1θ"3ρ2-0,02184 Ρ + 1,0876 
0r9 + 0 , 2 9 e - 4 ' 2 5 ( D - ° ' 5 ) 2 D<1 ; 2 
K d r n K ^ o ) » ; 
1,019 - 0 048 D D £ 1,2 
Range of v a l i d i t y fo r the involved parameters! 
2 
G 12 ár G ás 545 g/cm· sec 
Ρ 2.7 é Ρ ώ 101 ata 
D 0.4 ^ D Á 2 .5 cm. 
L 40 i L i 390 cm. 
L/D 40 < Ï L/D á« 890 
X. 0 ^ X# < 1 
X i n corresponding te 3 0 < Δ Τ < 2 4 0 °C 
φ ο 35 < Φο < 686 watt/cm1. 
This range of v a l i d i t y i s given by the au thor s · 
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Asymptotic Trend 
• ** °· 0 2 Φο a3* an asymptotte 
Z' — ' ' Φο - ^ 0 
P —"*" Porit f o r t h i s T o l u e ψ« is not defined 
» «0 φο . ^ 
The correlation does not depend on L. 
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Κ. Μ. Becker 
2nd correlation 
Standard Form 
We determine first of all 
,3 A*_ 3,16 ; 10* waff/cm2 
G Hi 
where m and ^ are two constants dependent on the Pressure 
wh'i ah may be determined by means of the diagrams of the 
Report RTL­798 (fig. 2). By means of a linear regression 
Program we have determined the following approximated 
expressions! 
ae - a0(P) Äi-1l8.505/P2+ 0.113281 · 1Õ5P3 - 0.196885 -10~3P2+ 1.13773 
a - a ( P ) » 0.196257 10 P3 - 0.124829 10~2P + 0.40475 
Successively we f ind φ 0 and X# by means of 1 
4o = Kd φ* Watr/ci m2 
X ,--x:+4(Kf l )L Φ: 
° w G H e g · D 
90 
k, is a constant dependent en the diameter, given by the diagram d 
ef the Report BTL­79Ö (fig. 3). By means of a linear regression 
program we have obtained from such a diagram the following approxi­
mated expressioni 
Kd = K d ( D ) ^ 
+ 029e4'25(D­°·5)2 D <1t2 
1,019­0,048 D D £ 1,2 




































Χ ι η corresponding te 3 0 < A T S u b ^ 2 4 0 °C 
φο 50 i Φο ^ 700 watt/cm2 · 
This range of v a l i d i t y i s given by the author. 
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Asymptotic Trend 
χ . ο Φβ 





■ i o ' 
G "2 
■ i o 3 
i s * - a0 
P o r ρ —ft Ρ a and ». are not defined crit · * 
G *· 0 Φ m °*> 
W Φ 
The correlation does not depend on L. 
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RANGE OF VALIDITY FOR G 


















BÜCKciR 2 nd 
BüCi&R 1' s t 
HKWITT 
CISB 3 r d 
CiSä 2 nd 
CISE 1 s t 
g/emfaac 
given by the authors 
Probably Range of Validity 
Fig. 1 
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— given by the authors 
_ Probably Range of Validity 
Fi^.2 
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MACBETH R e c t a n g u l a r 
MACBETH R # «nd 
TONG 
LEVY 
_+. rectangular anol*nnv»l*|r ckannel *■■*-*" ■!■ « 
LEE 
BECKER 1 e t 
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HEWITT 
CISE 3 rd 
CISE 2 n d 
ClSti 1 s t 
D 
cm 
given by the authors 
Probably Range of Val id i ty 
Fig. 3 
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RANGE OF VALIDITY FOR L 
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BECKER 2 n d 
». BECKER 1 S 
H¿W±TT 
rd ClSti 3 
nd CISE 2 
CISE 1 8 ΐ 
L 
0 cm " 
_► given by the authors 
it is not given a limit on the 
right 
.__*, Probably Range of Validity 
Fig.4 
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fit BECKER 1 
HEWITT 
CISE 3 r d 
CISE 2 n 
CISE 1 S t 
)0 * 
given by the authors 
Probably Range of Validity 
Fig. 5 
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BECKER 2 n d 




CISE 2 n d 
CISE 1 S t 
given by the authors 
depending on pressure 
Fig. 6 
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— Probably Range of Vali­
d i t y 
L/D 
m Φ. 
CISE I 27-420 35-140 0.25-0.5 21-365 0.15-0.80 <o 63-630 
CISE I I 100-450 45-85 0.3 -1 10-80 20-266 < X ^ j ^ -0 .05-0.7 10-500 
CISE I I I G(P) 45-150 > 0 . 7 20.3-267 >0 <0.2 
OD 
* 0 Hewitt 58-410 49-112 0.55-1.13 21-205 39-360 >0 -»0.37-0 
Becker I 12-545 2.7-101 0 .4 -2 .5 40-390 40-890 0-1 35-686 
Becker I I 12-700 20-91 0 .4-3 .75 40-375 40-890 -O.05-O.5 50-700 
Lee-Ober 102-225 70 O.56- I . I5 22-135 39-360 > 0 0.23-0 
Tippets 24-440 42-175 0.122-1.22 15-275 20-400 0 - 0.75 







Macbeth Ro. 1.36-84 
Low G 
Macbeth Re. 2.21-75 
Low G 
Macbeth I I 
Smolin 100-βΟΟ 
42-140 0.13-0.46 30-81 > 6υ >0 
55-150 0.254-1.37 23-195 21-660 0-0.9 
<0 
1.06-141 0.304-0.99 15.2-310 > 50 0-1 -1 .31 -0 
56-141 0.13 -Ο.256 15.2-64.8 6Ο-46Ο 0-1 - I . 25 -O 
1-1800 0.09-2.5 2.54-366 - 0-1 < 0 
49-196 0 .5 -1 .6 >260 X_(P) -CO 
3CW550 
Ivashkevi tch 15-325 1-220 0.02-3 3.5-I8O 1-220 OH.O - 0 . 8 - 0 






1.356-1060 1.06-193 0.101-2.37 2.54-310 >50 0-1 - 2 . 5 - 0 
13.56-648 
10-1320 
42-141 0.13 -O.256 15.2-68.4 60-460 0-1 -1 .435-0 
20-200 0.4 -3 .22 150 -300 93-375 >0,Ί <0 10-390 
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Fig. 14 
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WATER PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Por our graphical comparisons we have used the following correlations 
for the steam water physical properties (ref.26): 
0,22151 
0 = 448,052- Ρ - 1 7 , 7 7 8 
0 26452 r _ Λ 
Hs= 408,86 · Ρ ' τον 7<c Ρ < 7 0 
0 3 0 9 3 + . _ 
H s - 337,73- Ρ ' "for 7 0 ¿ Ρ < 4 . 4 0 
Η = 2144 89 8 7 - 1 3 4 - Ρ + 8 075 2 4· -ίο"2- Ρ2- 2,82459 -ΊΟ"4"· Ρ 
V = -Ι.879Ο3--Ι05 ._ 7 866 for 7 < Ρ ^ 2 Ί 
δ9 ρ ' 
U. = 2,3 ίο* _ 6 , 2 4 2 24 < Ρ < 1 4 0 
-Τ JZ _ , - 9 ~3 
e9 = — ρ ' 
Ο = 4 , 0 2 2 0 7 8 - 4, 9 8 6 2 -40~" · Θ+ 33705-40 - θ - 6 3392710 θ 
Ο" = 70 ,043- (<?Γ<?,)* 
e 37·>(0'2·θ-0,22282 
μ = Ο 56478· ΛΟ * + 0,52 4722 -ίο""6· Θ + 4.21847 10~4 7 9 θ -374 ,5 
Ce = -8,32376+0,4611- θ - 0 , 8 5 8 2 ·10? ©2+ 4,374- 40β· θ* 
ß = 0,446 88· 4Õ~'5 Θ5­0,35 6 33· 4 Õ12 θ* + 0,4805Τ4­4θ"5 θ + 6705­ lÕ 3 
4 4 8 
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A. Cicchetti ­ JÍ. Silvestri et al. 
A Critical survey of the literature on "burnout studies 
with wet steam 
Energia Nucleare ­ Vol.6 ­ lì. 10 pages 637­660 October 1959 
A. A. Ivashkevitch 
Critical heat fluxes in the forced flow of liquid in channels 
Atomnaya Energiya ­ Vol.8 ­ N. 1 pages 51­53 January I960 
A. A. ivashkevitch 
Critical heat flux and heat transfer coefficient for "boiling 
liquids in forced convection 
Teploenergetika ­ Vol.8 ­ N. 10 October 1961 
Z. H. Miropolskii ­ M. E. Shitsman 
The critical heat flux for boiling water in tubes 
Atomnaya Energiya ­ Vol. 11 ­ N. 6 pages 515­521 December I96I 
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5 Ζ. Η. Miropolskii - L. Ε. Faktorovich 
General conclusions derived from experimental results on 
the influence of the heated length of a channel on the 
critical heat flux. 
Soviet Physics Doklady - Vol.6 - N. 12 pages IO58-IO6I 
June 1962 
6 S. Levy 
Prediction of the critical heat flux in forced convection 
flow 
GEAP 3961 - Juno 1962 
7 A. S. Konkov - V. V. Modnikova 
Experimental investigation of the condition of deterioration 
of heat transfer during boiling in tubes 
Teploenergetika - Vol.8 - N. 8 pages 77-81 August I962 
8 R. A. Rybin 
Critical thermal loads during the boiling of a saturated 
liquid in tubes 
Atomnaya Energiya - Vol.13 - N. 4 pages 377-380 October 1962 
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9 M. Silvestri et al. 
A research program in two phase flow 
CAN I - CISE January 1963 
10 x. Casagrande 
Energia Nucleare - Vol.10 - N. 11 pages 571-572 November 1963 
11 D. H. Loo - J . D. Obor te l l i 
An experimental i nves t iga t ion of forced convection burnout 
i n high pressure water 
AS&t-B. 213 August 1963 
AJüä»-H 355 1965 
12 R. V. liaeboth 
Forced convection burnout in single uniformly heated channels¡ 
a detailed analysis of world data. 
AEEW-5892 A (I963) 
13 G. V. "Aleksoyev - B. A. Zonkevitch - V. I. Subbotin 
Critical heat fluxes in annular channels 
Teploenergetika - Vol.10 - N. 10 pages 72-75 October 1963 
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14 G« V. Alekseyev «= Br A. Zenkevitch - V» I. Satbotin 
Critical boat fluxes in annular channels with heat supply 
from two sides 
Inzh. Fiz. Zhurnal - Volo7 N. 9 pages 30-33 September 1964 
i 5 B. Thompson - R. V. Macbeth 
Burnout in uniformly heated round tubes sa compilation of 
World data with accurate correlations 
AEEW-B 356 1964 
16 F. E. Tippets 
Analysis of the critical boat flux condition in high pressure 
boiling water flows 
J. Heat Transfer - Vol.86 - N. 1 February 1964 
17 B. A. Zenkevitch - G. V. Alekseyev et al. 
Burnout heat fluxes under forced water flow 
Genova Conference - A/Confe28/P/327 May I964 
18 H. S. Tong - Η. Β. Currin - F.C. Engel 
M B studies in an open lattice core 
WCAP 3736 August 1964 
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19 S. Bertoletti - G. P. Gaspari et al. 
A general correlation for predicting the heat transfer 
crisis with steam water mixtures 
Energia Nucleare - Vol.11 - N . 10 pages 586-587 October I964 
20 S. Berto le t t i - G. P. Gaspari e t a l . 
Heat t r a n s f e r c r i s i s with steam water mixtures 
Energia Nucleare - Vol.12 - N. 3 pages 121-172 March I965 
21 G. F. Hewitt 
A method of representing burnout data in two phase heat 
transfer for uniformly heated round tubes 
AERE - R 4613 November 1964 
22 V. N. Smolin - B. X. Polyakov - V. I. Bsikov 
An experimental investigation of heat transfer crisis 
J. Nuclear Energy - Vol.19 - N. 3 pages 209-216 March I965 
23 K. 51. Becker - P. Persson 
An analysis of burnout conditions for flow of boiling 
water in vertical round duct 
J . Heat Transfer pages 513-530 November I964 
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24 K. M. Becker 
An accurate and simple correlation for burnout conditions 
in vertical round ducts 
AE-RTL 798 June I965 
25 L. S. Tong - Η. Β. Currin - A. G. Thorp 
New Correlations Predict DNB Conditions 
Nucleonics 21,N. 5,43-47 (I963) 
26 R. S. Pyle 
STDY-3 A program for the thermal analysis of a pressurised 
water nuclear reactor during steady state operations 
WAPD-TM-213 june I960 
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N O M E N C L A T U R E 







equivalent heated diameter 
4S 
mass velocity 
enthalpy of vaporization 
saturation enthalpy 
cm 











saturation length cm 




















liquid specific heat 
vapor specific heat 
ata 
ata 
M L~1 Τ"2 






M L2 T~3 












acceleration due to gravity 
thermal conductivity 
wetted wall area per unit 
duct length 
























vapor specific volume 







critical heat flux 




cm3 / g 
CET / g 
cm3 / g 
dimensionle 
g / cm3 
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